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MAINTENANCE AND CARE GUIDE
All floors require some type of regular care to maintain their beauty. With the PUR
surface protection layer Kenbrock flooring is not only protected against scuffs and
scratches but is easy to care for. Your Kenbrock Floor will deliver many years of
satisfaction by following these simple maintenance suggestions.

REGULAR MAINTENANCE
The regular everyday maintenance will not only keep your floor clean, but can also
reduce the frequency of any more extensive maintenance.

EVERYDAY
Sweep, mop or
vacuum to remove
dust and other
loose particles
from your floor

Spot clean any marks
with Kenbrock Maintain
in accordance with
the instructions on the
bottle

Sweep, mop or
vacuum to remove
dust and other
loose particles
from your floor

Wash your floor with
cool to lukewarm water
using Kenbrock Maintain
diluted in accordance with
instructions on the bottle
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MAINTENANCE AND CARE PRODUCTS
MAINTAIN is a biodegradeable, pH neutral detergent which leaves all surfaces clean and

citrus fresh. It is suitable for use on all hard surfaces including walls, floors, benchtops, toilets and
bathrooms.

REJUVENATE is a metal bonded, water based,

high-speed combination floor sealer & finish that provides
superior gloss, durability and dirt release for the demands
of high traffic environments. Available in gloss and satin.

REMOVE contains a unique blend of water based

solvents and biodegradable surfactants. Together, they
create a deep, penetrating floor stripper which removes
most floor sealers and finishers quickly and efficiently.

RESTORATIVE
MAINTENANCE
If your floor surface becomes dulled you
can refurbish the surface appearance by
applying the Kenbrock Rejuvenate floor
sealer as follows:

1

Strip your floor using
Kenbrock Remove mixed
with clean warm water and
applied in accordance with the
instructions on the bottle and
allow to dry completely

2

When the floor is dry apply a thin
layer and even coat of undiluted
Kenbrock Rejuvenate across
the floor using an applicator or
quality cotton mop with ringer
bucket. Please ensure mop is
slightly damp to prevent sealer
soaking into the mop.

3
4

Allow to dry then apply
a second coat at right
angles to the first coat
and allow to dry.

Wait 24 hours for the
Rejuvenate to harden then
dry buff.

GENERAL TIPS

*
*
*
*
*
*

Never slide furniture or fittings over an unprotected floor and ensure flooring protectors
are used under the feet of furniture and appliances.
Keep the floor surface clear of dirt, grit, sand and other abrasive materials, which can be
walked into your home, by the use of appropriate entrance matting. Aviod entrance matting
that is rubber backed as it can stain your floor.
All spillages should be removed immediately.
DO NOT use general household cleaners on your floor unless they are specifically for vinyl
floors. Avoid using washing up liquid or any cleaning agent that contains bleach.

DO NOT use any kind of steam or heat mop.
Window coverings should be used to protect your floor from direct sunlight. If it is not
practical use window tints or film which block harmful UV rays while still letting light
through.

TROUBLE SHOOTING
SCUFF MARKS
Scuff marks are caused by friction from foot traffic across the suface of the floor. Light scuff
marks can be removed by spot cleaning with Kenbrock Maintain diluted in accordance with the
instructions. Heavier scuff marks may require restorative maintenance as per the instructions.

SCRATCHES
Caused by excessive grit, dirt or other abrasive particles on the floor. Minor scratching may
required restorative maintenance as per the instructions. Any deep scratching or gouges in the
planks may result in the individual plank/s needing to be replaced.
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